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Summary
Inthepresentinvestigation, a funnel associated witha filter paperto

filter Jh£ bias precipitates appj^ing in the estimators of the ratio
R = Y/Xand the product, P = YXhavebeen proposed.The associated
filter is the imposition of a very reasonable linear constraint to filter the
bias precipitates. Anumerical example is also given.
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Introduction and Notations

For a simple random sample (SRS) of size n drawn with
replacement, from a_populatJon ofsize N, let y and x be the sample
mean estimators of Yand X, the populatior)^means of ch^acters y
and Xrespectively. Thejjsual estimators R=j/^ and P=y x for
estimating the ratio R =Y/Xand product P = YXrespectively, are
well knovm in literature. Prasad [5] has Increased the efficiency of
estimators of R by certain scalar multiplications but his estimators
remain biased. Singhand Sahoo [11] have proposed a general class
of almost unbiased estimators for the ratio and product of
population means of two characters and their class includes the
estimators proposed by Beale [1], Robson [8], Tin [14] and Sahoo
[9]. Singh [10] has also proposed an almost unbiased estimator of
product P and compared it vwth the usual biased and adjusted
unbiased estimators. Recently, Liu [4] has proposed an improved
estimator of product P.

We shall propose here a funnel associated with a filter to remove
the bias precipitates appearing in the estimators of ratio and
product by making use ofprior information onthe population mean
of the auxiliary variable. It can be seen that the reactants used for
bias filtration depend only on the w^ell knovm optimum choice of

C
K= p as reported by Srivastava ([12], [13]) Chakarbarty [2], Vos

X

[15], Walsh [16] and Reddy ([6], [7]).
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For simplicity assume that population size N is quite large as
compared to the sample size n, so that the finite population
correction may be ignored throughout. Write

So = ^ - 1 and 8=^-1
Y X

so that E(5o) = E(5) = 0

and E(5o) = n"' Cy, E(5^) = n ' C^, E(5oS) = n 'p CyCx

7 Sv 9 Sx , , Sxvand =^ and p=—.

2. Linear Variety ofEstimators ofR

Suppose Ri,= R, i^= R= and ^ =R^ such that Ri-^.^ eG.
where G denotes the set ofall possible estimators for estimating the
population ratio, R. By definiUon, the set G will be a linear variety
if

R. =ia.R. eG (2.0.1)
1=1

for ^ tti = 1 and ai e Ro
1= 1

Here a, (i = 1, 2, 3) denote the amount ofthe reactants used for
biasprecipitates filtration and R„ stands for thesetofrealnumbers.

2.1 Mean Square Error

Using (2.0.2), the relation (2.0.1) in terms of 5q and 5 may be
written as

5o-(ai+ 2a3)S+0(5^)] (2.1.1)A

Rs = R + R

Let us choose

tti + 2a3 = Ki (say, another constant) (2.1.2)

We, then, have

MSE(fo = n"' Rf Cv + - 2Ki pCy C^] (2.1.3)
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MSE (upto terms of order n"') at (2.1.3) is minimised for

(2.1.4)Kl = P^

and Min. MSE(Rs) = n"'(1 - p^) ^ (2.1.5)

Relation (2.1.5) gives the minimum mean square error of the
linear variety of estimators of R suggested at (2.0.1)

2.2 Funnelfor Estimators ofR.

From (2.0.2), (2.1.2) and (2.1.4), we have

i a. =1
1=1

ai + 2 as = p ^

(2.2.1)

(2.2.2)

From (2.2.1) and (2.2.2), we have three unknowns to be
determined from only two equations. It is, therefore, not possible to
find out unique values for the amount ofreactants a,'s (i = 1, 2, 3),
we shall associate a filter with the funnel by imposing a linear
constraint as

X a, B(Ri) = 0
1 = 1

A

(2.2.3)

where BCR;) denotes the bias in the i"' (i = 1, 2, 3) estimator of
population ratio. Now (2.2.1), (2.2.2) and (2.2.3) may be written as

1 0 2

1 1 1

B(fti). 3(^2). B(^),

r ai [Ki]
a2 = 1

[as 0

(2.2.4)

The value of a, 's (i = 1, 2, 3) obtained by solving the equation
(2.2.4) filters the bias precipitates from the proposed linear variety
at (2.0.1).

2.3 Bias Filtration ofOrdero(n'̂ )

We outline the marmer in which one CEm use the fuimel
associated wltli a filter to extract the bias precipitates oforder o(n''̂ )
appearing in (2.0.1). For the case under consideration.
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B(Ri) =n-'R[c^ -pC^Cy], BCRa) =0. BCRg) =n'Y^SCl -2p C,Cv
Using (2.2.4), we get

and

ai = p 3 -2p

as = 1 -p

Cy
Ct3 = -P p

c ^

1 -p

(2.3.1)

(2.3.2)

(2.3.3)

Use of these a,'s (i= 1,2,3) filter the bias up to terms oforder 0(n ).
The same process may be repeated byconsidering B(R,), (i=l, 2, 3)
to the order 0(n"^) if the bias in R^ is to be reduced to the order 0(n''̂ )
and so on. Also, the results of the paper could be extended in a
straight forward way when the information on more than one
aiixiliary variable is available.

The proposed method can also be extended in straight forward
manner, to the case of estimating the population product P = YX.

2.4 Numerical Example

For the purpose of a numerical illustration, consider the
population ofsize N=20, given by Horwitz and Thompson [3]. Here
y denotes the number ofhouseholds in a block, while x stands for
the eye estimated numberofhouseholds. Also, for this population,
p =0.8662, C =0.4264 and =0.38895. Proceeding on the lines
indicated, it is seen that

ai = 1.04532, 02 = 0.00254, ag = -0.04786.

Using thesevalues ofa,'s (i = 1,2, 3), one can use the estimator
C

at Rg (2.0.1). In practice, one can use the value of p^ from some
* A

earlier survey or pilot study in constructing the estimator R^.
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